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NEWS RELEASE -For Immediate Release Please

MFJ Enterprises, Inc. has agreed to become the exclusive U.S. distributor for
Messi and Paoloni coaxial cables. “Messi and Paoloni coax are the Pro’s choice! We put
a great emphasis on engineering these fine cables” says Stefano Messi of M&P, Italy.
Messi and Paoloni coax cables feature the HyperFlex 10 and 13 series and the
UltraFlex7, 10, and 13 series. M&P have engineered super lightweight coaxial cable still
with super performance.
M&P use engineering excellence, exclusive 24-spool braiding machines, PE-coated copper-foil shielding, exclusive foam-expanded three-layer PE dielectric seals, and
99.99% pure electrolytic annealed bare copper.
“We are proud to bring in the M&P coaxial products. These cables are of the
finest quality and workmanship and hams will love how lightweight and durable they are,”
said Martin F. Jue, owner MFJ Enterprises, Inc.
Here are the products that MFJ Enterprises, Inc. will be distributing in the United
States:
M&P-AB5, Airborne 5: Replaces LMR-200, lighter than RG-58 but much lower loss.
M&P-AB10, Airborne 10: Replaces LMR-400, 43% lighter than 100% copper cable.
M&P-HYF5, HyperFlex 5: Replaces LMR-240 UF, stranded center conductor,
exceptionally flexible with very low leakage.
M&P-HYF10, HyperFlex 10: Replaces LMR-400 UF, very flexible and highly
effective against impulse noise.
M&P-HYF13, HyperFlex 13: Replaces LMR-600 UF, handles high power levels,
yet very easy installation.
M&P-UF7, UltraFlex 7: Replaces LMR-300, high flexibility, stranded center
conductor.
M&P-UF10, UltraFlex 10: Replaces DX 400 MAX, high power handling, low
loss, easy to install.
M&P-UF13, UltraFlex 13: Replaces LMR-500 UF, highest power rating, easy
installation.
MFJ Enterprises, Inc. will also be carring some special connectors for the M&P
coaxial lines.
For full specifications, free full-line 50-page catalog, see
www.mfjenterprises.com

